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1. Introduction to PiscesPro

PiscesPro is a special view available in <VE> for creating three-dimensional
Pipe networks within the context of the building model. The menus and toolbars
for this view provide tools for manipulating pipe networks and for performing
Pisces and Taps pipe sizing calculations.
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1 Program Description – Pisces

1.1 Introduction

Pisces is a fully interactive program for the sizing of pipe networks. The
program accounts for single or two pipe systems, reverse return systems or
any mixture of these circuit types. When sizing single pipe systems, a local
allowance is made for the gravity effects for the flow through the radiator
section.

The program can be used for sizing systems from scratch or as a check on an
existing system when pipe sizes and flowrates are specified. The user can
specify items such as different pipe materials, lagging properties and surface
emissivity. The circuit can be balanced using valves only, or by resizing non-
index paths in the network. Velocity limits can be defined for the system and if
required, certain pipes in the system may be fixed.

Output from the program includes the following:

 For each section of pipework:

o mass flowrate (kg/s)

o pipe size (mm)

o pipe and valve pressure drops (Pa)

o velocity (m/s)

o temperatures (degC)

o heat emissions (kW)

o pipe pressure-loss gradient (Pa/m)

 For the complete system:

o the required boiler/chiller output (kW)

o circuit resistance (kPa)

o pump power of circuit (W)

o water content of pipework (l)

o identification of the index path

o length of each pipe size required (m)

o length of lagging required for each pipe size (m)
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o an optional list of fittings used in the system

Note that where applicable the word "emitter" may also mean "extractor".

1.1. Program-Size Limits

The program allows you to describe a network containing up to 4000 sections
of pipework and with up to 4000 nodes in the system. There can be up to 3
pipe ranges in each system.

1.2. Program Philosophy

Pisces is an interactive program, which means that information is input in
answer to questions asked by the program. It is therefore very easy to use, and
needs no detailed knowledge about the computer and its operating system.

Pisces has a data-check system so that as the information is entered, possible
errors are flagged. Data flagged as an error must be changed; data flagged
with a warning should be checked, and changed if necessary.

The use of the program falls into two main sections:

1. Data preparation - circuit description

2. Initiating the analysis, obtaining output
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1.3. Calculation Procedure

The calculation procedure followed by the program is described in this section.

1.3.1. Identification of Routes Through The Network

From the network description, the program calculates all the routes through the
network starting from the ‘flow node’ and going to the ‘return node’. The number of
allowed routes is restricted to those that always follow the defined flow direction.

Having determined all the routes through the network, the program is able to perform
a further check on the consistency of the data. If any set of pipes forms a closed loop
(i.e., the flow is away from one node, and via a closed loop flows back to the same
node), the program identifies the connections in the loop and flags an error. The user
must correct this before proceeding.

1.3.2. Initial Pipe Sizing

The program next makes an initial sizing of the pipes in the system, based on the
specified design friction gradient. This initial sizing may be modified if the velocity
limit criteria are exceeded. The sizing is performed by first calculating the 'ideal size'
to give the defined friction gradient. This size is then modified to the pipe diameter in
the standard range that gives the closest approximation to the design friction
gradient. The program uses an explicit formulation of the Colebrook-White equation,
thus giving a quick convergence to the required pipe diameter.

When the program is being used to calculate pipe sizes, the program never selects a
10 mm size, although this is available. This is because 10 mm sizes are very rarely
used, owing to fouling problems. However, the 10 mm size is available in the range,
and pipe sizes can be fixed at 10 mm if required.

If the resizing option has been chosen in the System Data dialogue box, the program
still ensures that the system velocity limits are not exceeded. However, it should be
remembered that the limiting friction gradient may be exceeded on sections away
from the index run, if the resizing option is chosen.
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1.3.3. Calculation of Heat Emission

Once the first estimate of pipe sizes is available, the program then calculates the
heat emission from all the pipes in the system. The program has firstly to calculate
the convective and radiant heat transfer coefficients for each pipe in the system.
These are defined by:

hc = k((Ts - Ta)/D)0.25

hr = &sigma; x &epsilon;(Ts
2 + Ta

2)(Ts + Ta)

where:

hc is the convective heat transfer in W/m2K

hr is the radiant heat-transfer coefficient in W/m2K

k is the constant depending on orientation

Ts is the surface temperature in K

Ta is the ambient temperature in K

D is the outside diameter of the pipe (or lagging)

&sigma; is the Stefan-Boltzmann Constant 5.67 x 10-8 W/m2K

&epsilon; is the emissivity of the surface

The program iterates round, recalculating surface temperatures until successive
estimates of heat emissions agree to less than 0.5 percent.

1.3.4. Final Calculation of Pipe Sizes

Having established the heat emissions based on the initial pipe sizes, the program
adjusts the emitter outputs based on the useful pipe heat. The program then
calculates new flowrates for the system based on the new emissions and the
required flow and return temperatures. The calculations are repeated until the
system is balanced, i.e., the temperature at each node in the system agrees to within
0.01&deg;C, irrespective of the route taken through the system. If after 25 iterations
the program has not achieved a temperature balance, the analysis pauses and it
specifies the maximum temperature imbalance. The user is then given the option of
terminating the analysis or proceeding with a specified number of extra iterations.

If the resizing option is taken, the program still ensures that the system velocity limits
are not exceeded. However, it should be remembered that the limiting friction
gradient may be exceeded on branches away from the index run if the resizing
option is chosen.
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1.4. Taps

Taps has not yet been incorporated into PiscesPro - it may be available later.
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2. Getting Started with PiscesPro

When you start <VE>, open an existing ModelIT project file or create a new one
(ModelIT files end in *.mit).

Use the PiscesPro button on the Mechanical tab of the Application browser to
switch from Building view to PiscesPro.

PiscesPro is now shown. The menus and toolbars are different from those in
Building view.

2.1. Editing General Network Data

Use the commands from the menu or the equivalent toolbar options to edit the
System Data or Parameters. Make sure that there are predefined Parameter
sets for choosing from when placing pipes (if there are not you cannot place
any pipes until you enter at least one such).

2.2. Importing Terminals from Building View

The Object Placement dialogue box has tools allowing you to add terminals
(radiators) in any room and assign outputs based on the required room or zone
outputs calculated in APcalc. These terminals are added to the model, but may
be imported using the Import Terminals tool, so that they become part of your
pipework project.

2.3. Placing Network Components

Use the tools to place network components (pipes, fittings, or terminals).
During placement, the cursor snaps to any existing component, no matter what
the locks are. Additional locks can be used if required, including locks to
elements in DXF overlays.

These tools use the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue
bar.
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2.4. Fitting Types

The separate Pisces Tee and Bend types have been merged together into a
unified superset of Fitting types which include both tees (tees, crosses and
section changes) and bends. The list is stored in an external text file
(PFitting.dat) and can be modified or extended using the Customise fittings
dialogue box.

Note in some old Pisces projects (not originating from bridge files) each branch
had a particular Tee type AND any number of horizontal or vertical bends of a
particular Bend type. Such projects are not directly transferable into a new
Pisces project where there is a more real-world modelling approach. Whereas
in the old Pisces a branch could represent several sections of pipe from a tee,
joined by bends, in the new Pisces each branch can represent only one
section of pipe from a fitting (either a tee or a bend but not both). Therefore we
will have to think about how to deal with old projects with non-physical
branches.

2.5. Placing Pipes

Pipes may be placed using the tools provided (Draw Pipe and Offset Pipe).

These tools use the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue
bar.

2.6. Placing Fittings and Terminals

Fittings (including terminals) may be placed in free space or at the ends of
pipes using the tools provided (Place Fitting and Place Terminal). Fittings may
also be inserted anywhere along the length of a pipe using the Insert Fitting
command.

However, the easiest way to place fittings is just to continue drawing pipes.
The appropriate fittings will be added automatically at the junctions, based on
the default fittings pages.

Occasionally you may end up with the wrong fitting type, e.g. if you had a cross
and then deleted one of the pipes. Simply edit the fitting to change it.

Sometimes a non-symmetrical fitting may end up with the wrong orientation,
e.g. a dividing tee may be connected back-to-front, so that the flow would not
divide as intended. This is due to the way different fitting orientations are tried
and the first one that matches the pipes is used. To correct this behaviour, edit
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the fitting to turn on the "Flip the fitting over..." button.

These tools use the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue
bar.

2.7. Selecting Components

In selection mode, click a component or drag a fence round one or more
components. Use the Ctrl key while clicking or dragging to toggle membership
of the selection set.

Selected components may be deleted with the Delete command or the Delete
key, or edited using the Edit Component command. If more than one item is
selected, each one in turn will be edited.

Note the dialogue boxes have a second tab showing derived items required for
the Pisces calculation, such as tee and bend types.

Selected components may be moved or copied with the Move Selection or
Copy Selection commands, or rotated with the Rotate Selection command.

2.8. Calculations

Use the commands to perform calculations, review diagnostic messages and
results, and remove calculated sizes afterwards if required.

2.9. Customising Fittings

The Customise Fittings tool allows you to customise the fitting type definitions
("fittings"), including all details about the fitting (type, category, description,
user-editable dimensions, how it is drawn etc.) and about its connections
(connection offsets, allowed sizes, whether or not they have to match
orientation and size to the connected pipes, etc.).

2.10. Testing and Feedback

If you have any comments, suggestions or questions about this software, or
have found any bugs, please e-mail IES at support@iesve.com.

We want our software to be efficient, accurate and easy to use. Your feedback
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is highly valued and helps us achieve this aim

2.11. Advantages Over Standalone Pisces/Taps

2.11.1. Features Which Are Already Available

 You can design pipework in 3D space and view it from any angle.

 Sections of the network may easily be moved, copied and rotated (original or
copy).

 You can design pipework in the context of your building model. However, you
may still enter a quick schematic design if you prefer.

 There is no longer any need to enter the tee and bend types, or the numbers
of horizontal and vertical bends, required by Pisces, or to ensure consistency
of tee and bend types between two branches from the same fitting. You just
select fitting types and the Pisces data is generated automatically.

 When placing pipes, the direction is constrained according to the fitting type
upstream.

 Size dependencies between branches of fittings are respected. E.g. both
through branches of a tee may or may not have to be the same size,
depending on the fitting type.

 Pipe lengths are generated automatically from the geometry.

 Node numbers are generated automatically when you perform a calculation.

 More than one network may be designed in the same project file. Before
requesting a calculation, you simply select one of the networks by selecting
the appropriate pump.

 You can see the calculated and sized pipework in twin-line.

 You can output the pipework as a DXF file in single-line or twin-line.

 Pipes may be drawn automatically offset by a specified distance from lines in
the DXF reference file or in the building model.

 Fitting type definitions are customisable.

 Automatic connection of terminals to pipes.

 Use of terminals placed in Construct/DXF etc.

 Selection of terminal flowrates based on the Apache results for the room
containing the terminal.

2.11.2. Features That May Be Available Later
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 Construction lines.

 3D drawing mode (and DXF export).

 Placement and DXF export respecting active layer, colour etc.

 Adding reducers where appropriate after calculations.
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3. The PiscesPro Menus

The PiscesPro menus are different from those in Building view:

Click on the options to see the sub-menus.

Most of the menu options have an equivalent toolbar button.

Menu items with no equivalent toolbar buttons

Most of the menu items without equivalent toolbar buttons have functionality
identical or analogous to their equivalent menu options in the Building view. See
the Building view help or manual for more details.

3.1. The File Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help. Only those menu options that are
specific to PiscesPro have an equivalent toolbar button.
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3.1.1. The File > Import Results Menu

This menu allows you to import various results from Apache. The relevant Apache
calculation must have been performed first.

Click on the options for more detailed help. None of these have an equivalent toolbar
button.

3.1.1.1. Heat Loss - Import Heat Loss Results

Toolbar: none

Menu: File, Import Results, Heat Loss.

This option allows you to import the results of the Apache Heat Loss calculations into the
model. It is included in this menu although it is not directly applicable to PiscesPro.

You will be shown a File Open dialogue box asking you to select a valid file to be read. This
file will have been created for you by Apache if the appropriate calculation has been
performed.

3.1.1.2. Heat Gain - Import Heat Gain Results

Toolbar: none

Menu: File, Import Results, Heat Gain.

This option allows you to import the results of the Apache Heat Gain calculations into the
model. It is included in this menu although it is not directly applicable to PiscesPro.

You will be shown a File Open dialogue box asking you to select a valid file to be read. This
file will have been created for you by Apache if the appropriate calculation has been
performed.
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3.1.1.3. Peak Summertime Temperatures - Import Peak Summertime Temperatures

Toolbar: none

Menu: File, Import Results, Peak Summertime Temperatures.

This option allows you to import the results of the Apache Peak Summertime Temperatures
calculations into the model. It is included in this menu although it is not directly applicable to
PiscesPro.

You will be shown a File Open dialogue box asking you to select a valid file to be read. This
file will have been created for you by Apache if the appropriate calculation has been
performed.

3.1.1.4. Air Flow Rates - Import Air Flow Rates

Toolbar: none

Menu: File, Import Results, Air Flow Rates.

This option allows you to import the results of the Apache Air Flow Rates calculations into
the model. It is included in this menu although it is not directly applicable to PiscesPro.

You will be shown a File Open dialogue box asking you to select a valid file to be read. This
file will have been created for you by Apache if the appropriate calculation has been
performed.

3.1.1.5. Radiators - Import Radiators

Toolbar: none

Menu: File, Import Results, Radiators.

This option allows you to import the radiators assigned in Apache into the model.

The Apache Heat Loss calculations must have already been performed and the radiators
assigned to rooms.

You will be shown a File Open dialogue box asking you to select a valid file to be read. This
file will have been created for you by Apache if the appropriate calculation has been
performed.

3.1.2. Import Version 11 - Imports a Version 10 or 11 Pisces Project

Toolbar: Model

Menu: File, Import version 11 project.

This allows you to read in a project from the version 11 Pisces program. This is only
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practical if this project was actually created using the graphical screen, so that the
pipes have non-zero coordinates.

3.1.3. Bridge in - Reads in an Interfacet Pipework Bridge File

Toolbar: Model

Menu: File, Bridge from InterFacet.

This allows you to read in a bridge file from the IES Interfacet Pipework software
running in MicroStation or from BSE running in AutoCAD.

3.2. The Edit Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help. All these menu options have an
equivalent toolbar button.

3.2.1. Undo - Undo the Last Change

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Edit, Undo

This allows you to retrieve the state of the network as it was before the last change
you made. Up to 10 actions can be undone.
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3.2.2. Redo - Redo the Last Change

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Edit, Redo

This allows you to retrieve the state of the network as it was before the last Undo
action. Up to 10 actions can be redone.

3.2.3. Edit System Data - Edits the General Network Design Data

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Edit, System Data

This displays the System Data dialogue box, allowing you to edit the general data for
the whole network.

3.2.4. Edit Parameters - Edits the Predefined Pipework Parameter Sets

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Edit, Parameters

This displays the Parameters dialogue box, allowing you to edit the parameter sets
used in the network.

3.2.5. Edit Component - Edits the Selected Components

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Edit, Selected Components

This allows you to edit all the network components that are currently selected, one
after the other.
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3.2.6. Delete Selection - Deletes the Selected Components

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Edit, Delete Selection

This allows you to delete all the network components that are currently selected. You
will be asked to confirm before the deletion proceeds.

3.2.7. Find Node Number - Dialogue to Find a Particular Node Number

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Edit, Find node number

This allows you to search the network for the next component that has the required
node number.

3.2.8. Query Vertex Co-ordinate - As in Building View

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Edit, Query Vertex Co-ordinates

This works exactly as in the Building view.

3.3. The View Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help. Only the last menu option (Refresh)
has an equivalent toolbar button.
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3.3.1. Pipe Bar - Show or Hide the Pipework Dialogue Bar

Toolbar: none

Menu: View, Pipe Bar

This turns on or off the display of the pipework dialogue bar at the bottom of the
screen.

3.3.2. Refresh - Redraws the View

Toolbar: Model

Menu: View, Refresh

This causes all the fitting orientations and pipe offsets to be recalculated and the
view redrawn.

3.4. The Settings Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help. Some of these menu options have
an equivalent toolbar button.

3.4.1. The Settings > Measure Menu
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Click on the options for more detailed help.

3.4.1.1. Measure Length - As in Building View

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Settings, Measure, Length

This works exactly as in the Building view.

3.4.1.2. Measure Angle - As in Building View

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Settings, Measure, Angle

This works exactly as in the Building view.

3.4.2. Grid Settings - As in Building View

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Settings, Grid

This works exactly as in the Building view.

3.4.3. Locks - As in Building View

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Settings, Locks

This works exactly as in the Building view, although of course the locks have
different effects here and are overridden by other considerations such as
constraining pipes to orient to fitting connection branches.
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3.5. The Draw Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help. All these menu options have an
equivalent toolbar button.

3.5.1. Draw Pipe - Draw a Pipe

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Draw Pipe

This allows you to draw a pipe. The first point you enter starts the pipe, and the
second point finishes it. If there is no fitting at the start of the pipe being placed, a
fitting from the default fitting pages will be added. This is why it is important to make
sure that you have already selected the default fitting types. During the dynamics of
placing the other end of the pipe you will notice that the allowed orientations are
limited to allowed directions from the fitting, especially if the fitting already has other
pipes connected. So for instance, if there is already a pipe with a fitting set to a 45
degree bend, any other pipe placed from this fitting will be constrained to 4 possible
orientations - 45 degrees left, right, up or down. The selectable orientations will
depend on what view you are in.

Orientations of pipes may be adjusted slightly to connect with a second fitting,
provided the change of the pipe end position is within a small tolerance (15mm).

This tool uses the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue bar.

The Plane setting in the placement settings indicates the view z-value due to locks
and snaps. The Height Change setting indicates the pipe moving into or out of the
view plane. To override either of these values, use the Lock buttons.

The Stream... box in the placement settings allows you to select whether or not to
continue placing pipes in a "streaming" mode, in which another pipe is automatically
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started at the end of the pipe you have just placed, and so on, until you cancel the
command. This allows you to very quickly lay down a run of pipework, especially
where most of the intervening fittings are of the same type (e.g. 90 degree bends).

3.5.2. Place Fitting - Place a Fitting

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Place Fitting

This allows you to place a fitting. During placement, the cursor snaps to any existing
component, no matter what the locks are. Additional locks can be used if required,
including locks to elements in DXF overlays.

This tool uses the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue bar.

The Plane setting in the placement settings indicates the view z-value due to locks
and snaps. To override this value, use the Lock button.

3.5.3. Import Terminal - Import Terminals Placed Using Building View

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Import terminals

This tool allows you to import all of the terminals placed into the model using the
Object Placement dialogue box. A copy will be made in the project of each terminal,
retaining its properties such as output, rotation and dimensions. However, if a
terminal already exists at the same coordinates as one in the model, this will not be
overwritten.

3.5.4. Place Terminal - Place a Terminal

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Place terminal

This allows you to place a terminal. During placement, the cursor snaps to any
existing component, no matter what the locks are. Additional locks can be used if
required, including locks to elements in DXF overlays.

This tool uses the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue bar.

The Plane setting in the placement settings indicates the view z-value due to locks
and snaps. To override this value, use the Lock button.
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3.5.5. Insert Fitting - Insert a Fitting Anywhere Along a Pipe

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Insert fitting

Using this tool, you may select a pipe, and then slide a fitting of the default type
along the pipe until you place a second point to fix it. The pipe is then broken in two
at that point and the new fitting inserted. If the fitting is very close to one end or the
other of the original pipe, it is moved to the end and the second section of pipe is not
created.

This tool uses the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue bar.

3.5.6. Connect Pipe - Connect Pipes to Fittings

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Connect pipe

This tool allows you to select a pipe and a fitting (usually a terminal or a pump), and
then automatically connects the two.

This tool uses the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue bar.

The Terminal Connection dialogue box should be used to set the tolerances used in
automatically connecting pipes to fittings.

3.5.7. Offset Pipe - Draw a Pipe at a Specified Offset from a Selected Line in a
DXF File or in the Model

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Offset pipe

This tool allows you to select any line in the attached DXF file or in the building
model, which will be highlighted. You may then place the start and end point for a
pipe drawn parallel to the line at a fixed horizontal offset.

This tool uses the placement settings on the first page of the Pipe dialogue bar.

The Offset setting in the placement settings is now enabled and should be used to
set the offset from the line in the horizontal plane.

The Plane setting in the placement settings indicates the view z-value due to locks
and snaps. The Height Change setting indicates the pipe moving into or out of the
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view plane. To override either of these values, use the Lock buttons.

3.5.8. Move Selection - Move the Selected Components

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Move selection

This allows you to move the selected components by placing start and end points
defining the translation vector.

3.5.9. Copy Selection - Copy the Selected Components

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Copy selection

This allows you to copy the selected components by placing start and end points
defining the translation vector.

3.5.10. Rotate Selection - Rotate the Selected Components

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Rotate selection

This allows you to rotate the selected components by placing a point defining the
rotation origin, and a second point defining the rotation of an imaginary x-axis
through that point. The Rotate Components dialogue box allows you to set the angle
increments and whether or not you wish to rotate the original or a copy.

3.5.11. Export DXF - Export Network to a DXF File

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Export DXF

This exports a DXF file containing the complete project, drawn using the same
drawing mode settings as currently displayed on screen.
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3.5.12. Export to BSLink™ - Export Network to a File that can be
Imported by BSLink™

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Draw, Export to BSLink™

This tool extracts the network in a form that will be readable by the BSLink™ building
services software. This link is still under development.

3.6. The Calcs Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help. All these menu options have an
equivalent toolbar button.

3.6.1. Closed-Loop Pipework - Select Closed-Loop Pipework-Sizing
Calculations

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Closed-loop pipework

This selects the closed-loop calculations (Pisces). The network you perform
calculations on must contain radiator terminals and no outlets.
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3.6.2. Open-Loop Pipework - Select Open-Loop Pipework-Sizing Calculations

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Open-loop pipework

This selects the open-loop calculations (Taps). The network you perform calculations
on must contain outlets and no radiator terminals.

3.6.3. Calculations - Perform Pipework-Sizing Calculations

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Pipe-sizing calculation

The calculations find the only pump, or the first selected pump, and process the
network from that point much as in InterFacet Pipework. Pipes with no fittings or
terminals will have a terminal of the default properties added (currently only output
and rotation). After several calculation dialogue boxes, the network will be redrawn
to the correct size if there were no errors.

Note that at present it is not possible to automatically insert reducers downstream of
fittings where necessary due to resizing.

Note other terminal types, plus special terminal types to represent pipe caps or
plugs, may be available in future versions of PiscesPro.

When the main calculations are complete, the program evaluates the pressure levels
in the system and suggests a set of percentage margins for flowrate and pressure
based on these. You may accept these suggestions or edit them as required. The
program uses these margins to calculate the final results.

You are given a summary of these results at this stage.
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3.6.3.1. Error Conditions

Having read in all the data, the program assembles the network. It can then carry out a
series of further checks on the circuit. The following rules must be obeyed:

 Each flow and return node should have one, and only one, connection to another
node.

 No node has more than three connections to other nodes.

 Each node has at least one connection upstream and one connection downstream
(i.e. no open ends in the circuit apart from the flow and return nodes).

 No connection between two nodes is duplicated.

 No two emitters are joined directly without an intervening section of pipework.

 No node is connected to itself.

 An emitter has only one connection in the upstream and downstream directions.

 Every emitter has a unique division number that can be shared with other pipe
branches, but not with another emitter (unless the division number is zero).

 The required heat emissions or extractions are compatible with the specified flow
and return temperatures. For example, if heat emissions are specified, then the
flow temperatures must be greater than the return temperature.

 A two-pipe emitter has zero length and no fittings.

 A single-pipe emitter has both length and fittings.

 The lagging code is an allowed code, and is also compatible with the specification
of the branch. For example, if the branch is to emit heat, then the code must be
"EM" or "SP".

 The specified fitting codes are part of the program library.

3.6.3.2. Further Options

After calculations, the pipe sizes are updated in your project. This option is provided so that
you can make any minor adjustments to the calculated sizes if you so wish. If the analysis
is rerun, the program automatically picks up these precalculated sizes, and allows you to
modify any of the sizes.
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3.6.4. Review Calculation Diagnostics - Review Calculation Error and Warning
Messages

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Calculation diagnostics

The diagnostics command shows all the errors and warnings flagged during the
calculation. Clicking on a diagnostic message will cause the offending pipe to be
highlighted. In some cases the message refers to a node, in which case the nearest
pipe will be highlighted. Sometimes the message is not specific to a pipe or a node.
Double-clicking the message or pressing the Edit button is a shortcut to editing the
offending pipe.

3.6.5. Review Results - Review Results

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Calculation results

This option displays the calculation results in a scrolling dialogue box.

3.6.5.1. Detailed Network Output

The output of the design parameters and pipe network falls into two main sections:

1. Summary of Input Data

This is for reference purposes, and as a check that the data was as required. Detailed
information about each section length in the system:

 Mass flowrate (kg/s).

 Nominal pipe size (mm).

 Calculated velocity-pressure k-factor.

 Pipe pressure loss (Pa). The pipe pressure loss also includes all fitting losses given
in the description of the system (additional k-factors, fixed losses, pipe resistance
and library-fitting losses).

 Valve pressure loss (Pa) - balancing or TRV. It should be noted that the TRV loss is
given on the emitter section. However, for single-pipe sections the valve loss
reported for the main represents the additional resistance that must be provided to
achieve the required flow balance. The valve loss for the radiator loop is the sum of
those of the TRV and balancing valves.
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 Flow velocity (m/s).

 Temperature at both ends of the section (degC).

 Heat emission (kW).

The calculated valve pressure drops are checked to see if they are excessive (i.e. they
show a poorly balanced system). If the required valve pressure drop is equivalent to a
velocity-pressure k-factor of greater than 15, the program flags a warning.

2. Whole-Circuit Output

There are three forms of output from the program - the form of the output is dependent on
the type of system being analysed (heating, cooling or heating and cooling). The output
includes:

 Useful heat requirement (kW) - the sum of all the emitter duties.

 Required boiler/chiller output (kW) - the sum of the above and the system
losses/gains.

 Circuit resistance (kPa).

 Circuit flowrate (kg/s).

 Water content of the pipework (l) - this excludes the primary circuit and the
radiators/coils.

 Pump power (W) - this excludes any primary circuit and efficiency terms.

 Identification of the index circuit.

 Take-off of all pipe and lagging lengths (m).

The program adds a 15% design margin to the flow for the pump selection.

3.6.6. Parts List - Produce and Review a List of Parts

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Parts list

This option displays a list of parts in a scrolling dialogue box.

3.6.6.1. List of Parts

A list of parts is created and added to the bottom of the output file. This details the
following:

 A summary of the bends used.
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 A summary of the straight connectors used.

 A summary of the tees used (asymmetric and symmetric).

 A list of thermostatic radiator valves if used.

3.6.7. CostPlan Output - Produce Quantity Output for Use in CostPlan

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Output for CostPlan

This option exports the details of the project in a form suitable for use in the IES
CostPlan software.

3.6.8. Remove Calculated Sizes - Remove Sizes that were not Fixed but
Calculated

Toolbar: Calcs

Menu: Calculations, Remove calculated sizes

This option removes any calculated sizes from the network. Any sizes that were
fixed by the user are unaffected.

You will be asked whether to remove calculated sizes from the whole network or just
from the selected pipes...

3.6.8.1. Remove Calculated Flows - Remove the Calculated Flows

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Calculations, Remove calculated flows

This is only available in Open-loop pipework.
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3.7. The Review Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help. All these menu options have an
equivalent toolbar button.

3.7.1. Review System Data - Reviews the General Network Design Data

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Review, System data

3.7.2. Review Parameters - Reviews the Predefined Pipework Parameter Sets

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Review, Parameters

3.7.3. Review Network Components - Reviews all the Components

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Review, Network components

This tool processes the network first, in the same way as for calculations, so that it
can display the details of the network. For that reason it may be necessary to select
a pump if there is more than one pump in the project.

3.7.4. Review Output - Review the Output File

Toolbar: Draw

Menu: Review, Output file
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3.8. The Help Menu

Click on the options for more detailed help.

Only the first menu option (Help Topics) has an equivalent toolbar button.

3.8.1. Help Topics - Display Help File

Toolbar: Model

Menu: Help, Help Topics

This allows you to view the help file.

3.8.2. About PiscesPro - Show the About PiscesPro Dialogue Box

Toolbar: none

Menu: Help, About PiscesPro

This displays the About PiscesPro dialogue box. This is a useful way of checking the
version you are running.
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4. PiscesPro Toolbars

Apart from the View toolbar (usually at the foot of the screen), the PiscesPro
toolbars are different from those in Building view:

Click on the toolbars for more detailed help.

4.1. Model Toolbar

Click on the buttons for more detailed help. Most of the menu options have an
equivalent toolbar button. The buttons are as follows:

 Undo - undo the last change.

 Redo - redo the last change.

 Import version 11 - imports a version 10 or 11 Pisces project.

 Bridge in - reads in an Interfacet Pipework bridge file.

 Select object - use for selecting/deselecting components.

 Draw pipe - draw a pipe.

 Place fitting - place a fitting.

 Import terminal - import terminals placed using Building view.

 Place terminal - place a terminal.

 Insert fitting - insert a fitting anywhere along a pipe.

 Offset pipe - draw a pipe at a specified offset from a selected line in a
DXF file or in the model.

 Connect terminals - connect terminals to pipes.

 Move selection - move the selected components.

 Copy selection - copy the selected components.

 Rotate selection - rotate the selected components.
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 Export DXF - export network to a DXF file.

 Export to BSLink™ - export network to a file that can be imported by
BSLink™.

 Edit system data - edits the general network design data.

 Edit parameters - edits the predefined pipework parameter sets.

 Edit component - edits the selected components.

 Closed-loop pipework - select closed-loop pipework-sizing calculations.

 Open-loop pipework - select open-loop pipework-sizing calculations.

 Calculations - perform pipework-sizing calculations.

 Review calculation diagnostics - review calculation error and warning
messages.

 Review results - review results.

 Parts list - produce and review a list of parts.

 CostPlan output - produce quantity output for use in CostPlan.

 Remove calculated sizes - remove sizes that were not fixed but
calculated.

 Remove calculated flows - remove flows that were calculated.

 Review system data - reviews the general network design data.

 Review parameters - reviews the predefined pipework parameter sets.

 Review network components - reviews all the components.

 Review output - review the output file.

 Refresh - redraws the view.

 Delete selection - deletes the selected components.

 Find node number - dialogue to find a particular node number.

 Model viewer - displays the 3d model viewer.

 Help topics - display help file.

4.1.1. Select Object - Use for Selecting/Deselecting Components

Toolbar: Model

Menu: none

This works similarly to the option in the Building view. To select a fitting, click near its
origin or drag a rectangle around its origin. To select a pipe, click anywhere along its
centre-line or drag a rectangle around both ends of the pipe. Use Ctrl-click or Ctrl-
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drag to toggle membership of the selection set.

4.1.2. Model Viewer - Display 3D Model Viewer

Toolbar: Model

Menu: none

This allows you to display the same 3D model viewer as from Building view.

4.2. Utilities Toolbar

Click on the buttons for more detailed help. Most of the menu options have an
equivalent toolbar button. The buttons are as follows:

 Measure length - as in Building view.

 Measure angle - as in Building view.

 Grid settings - as in Building view.

 Set grid origin - as in Building view.

 Locks - as in Building view.

 Query vertex co-ordinate - as in Building view.

4.2.1. Set Grid Origin - As in Building View

Toolbar: Model

Menu: none

This works exactly as in the Building view.
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4.3. View Toolbar

This bar is similar to that in building view. The differences are:

 At Model level there is a choice of Model or Network mode. You need to
be in the appropriate mode to edit the model or the pipework network.

 At Space level there is a Placement mode. In this mode a button is
enabled allowing the Object Placement dialogue box to be displayed,
where you may place radiators in the model or position those assigned
from the Apache calculations.
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5. PiscesPro Dialogue Boxes

5.1. System Data Dialogue Box

System data is required before any other data, and comprises the basic design
information required to perform Pisces calculations. This consists of a design
pressure gradient in the pipework, fluid properties and velocity limits for the
pipework.

5.1.1. Pressure Gradients

Enter details of the pressure gradients to which Pisces is required to design the
pipework system.
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5.1.1.1. Design Pressure-Loss Gradient

Units: Pa/m Warning Limits: 100 - 300

Error Limits: 5 - 999

This is the value to which the pipe dimensions will be calculated. The program calculates
the ideal pipe size to give this pressure-loss gradient for the required flow, and then
chooses the pipe from the range of available sizes that gives the closest approximation to
the design pressure loss gradient.

5.1.1.2. Limiting Pressure Loss Gradient

Units: Pa/m Warning Limits: D x 1.25 - D x 1.75

Default: see below Error Limits: D x 1.0 - D x 3.0

This is the user-defined value that will not be exceeded on the index run. If no value is
defined, the program will use a default that is 1.5 times the Design Pressure-Loss Gradient.
It should be noted that the limiting gradient may be exceeded on branches and not on the
index run, if the balancing by resizing option is selected.

5.1.2. Fluid Temperatures at Flow and Return Connections

Enter details of the temperature of the fluid at the flow and return connections in the
network. These values are used by Pisces to calculate the properties of the fluid in
the system as it enters and leaves the network.

5.1.2.1. Flow Temperature

Units: degC Warning Limits: 4.0 - 120.0

Error Limits: -20.0 - 200.0

This is the fluid temperature at the flow node in degrees Celsius. If this value is the same as
the return temperature the program assumes that the circuit contains both heat emitter and
heat extraction branches. In such cases, all the emitter flows must be specified.
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5.1.2.2. Return Temperature

Units: degC Warning Limits: 4.0 - 120.0

Error Limits: -20.0 - 200.0

This is the fluid temperature at the return node in degrees Celsius; If this value is the same
as the flow temperature the program assumes that the circuit contains both heat emitter
and heat extraction branches. In such cases, all the emitter flows must be specified.

The program checks the temperatures and gives warnings and errors as follows:

The temperature differential between the flow and return must be in the range 0.2 to
200 degC. A warning is given if the value specified is outside the range 3 to 35 degC.

5.1.3. Default Ambient Temperature

In this section, enter the default ambient temperature for the pipes in the network.
This is used to calculate the heat loss/gain of the fluid in the pipes.

Units: degC Warning Limits: 0.0 - 35.0

Error Limits: -99.0 - 999.0

This is the ambient air temperature in degrees Celsius which is assumed for all pipe
branches, unless specified as another value for specific branches in the network. It is
assumed that the mean radiant temperature of the enclosure is the same as the air
temperature.

5.1.4. Fluid Properties

In this section, enter the mechanical/thermal properties of the fluid used in the
pipework. Note that all items have default values, calculated from the mean flow and
return temperatures.

5.1.4.1. Mean Density

Units: kg/m
3

Warning Limits: 950.0 - 1010.0

Default: see below Error Limits: 500.0 - 1500.0

This is the mean density of the fluid in the system - the program calculates the default value
based on the mean of the flow and return temperatures.
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5.1.4.2. Mean Dynamic Viscosity

Units: Pa.s Warning Limits: 0.0002 - 0.002

Default: see below Error Limits: 0.0001 - 0.09

This is the mean dynamic viscosity of the fluid in the system - the program calculates the
default based on the mean of the flow and return temperatures.

5.1.4.3. Mean Specific-Heat Capacity

Units: kJ/kg degC Warning Limits: 3.8 - 4.3

Default: see below Error Limits: 2.0 - 9.9

This is the mean specific-heat capacity of the fluid in the system - the program calculates
the default value based on the mean of the flow and return temperatures.

5.1.5. Velocity Limits

The program allows a set of velocity criteria to be defined such that the velocity limit
defined for pipe sections overrides any other sizing criteria (pressure-loss gradients,
balancing etc.). The velocity criteria are the maximum velocities allowed in a branch
for a particular diameter.

Up to four velocity limits and three changeover diameters can be defined. The way
that the velocity limits work is perhaps better described symbolically:

For a branch of diameter D mm, the velocity V can have the following maximum
values:

Diameter (mm) Maximum Velocity (m/s)

D < D1 V1

D1  D < D2 V2

D2  D < D3 V3

D3  D V4
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5.1.5.1. Velocity Limit in Smallest Pipes V1

Units: m/s Warning Limits: 0.5 - 1.5

Error Limits: 0.01 - 9.9

The velocity limit V1 is the maximum velocity allowed for pipe sizes less than [D1] mm in
diameter, i.e.

V1 = Maximum Velocity for D < D1

5.1.5.2. Changeover Diameter D1

Units: mm Warning Limits: 20 - 100

Error Limits: 6 - 600

The changeover diameter D1 is the maximum diameter of the pipework for which the
velocity V, must not exceed the first velocity limit [V1], i.e.

V1 = Maximum Velocity for D < D1

5.1.5.3. Velocity Limit V2

Units: m/s Warning Limits: V1 - 1.5 x V1

Error Limits: V1 - 9.9

The velocity limit V2 is the maximum velocity allowed for pipe sizes between [D1] and [D2]
mm in diameter, i.e.

V2 = Maximum Velocity for D1 < D < D2

5.1.5.4. Changeover Diameter D2

Units: mm Warning Limits: D1 - 1.5 x D1

Error Limits: D1 - 600

The changeover diameter D2 is the maximum diameter of the pipework for which the
velocity V, must not exceed the first velocity limit [V2], i.e.

V2 = Maximum Velocity for [D1] < D < D2
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5.1.5.5. Velocity Limit V3

Units: m/s Warning Limits: V2 - 1.5 x V2

Error Limits: V2 - 9.9

The velocity limit V3 is the maximum velocity allowed for pipe sizes between [D2] and [D3]
mm in diameter, i.e.

V3 = Maximum Velocity for D2 < D < D3

5.1.5.6. Changeover Diameter D3

Units: mm Warning Limits: D2 - 1.5 x D2

Error Limits: D2 - 600

The changeover diameter D3 is the maximum diameter of the pipework for which the
velocity V, must not exceed the first velocity limit [V3], i.e.

5.1.5.7. Velocity Limit V4

Units: m/s Warning Limits: V3 - 1.5 x V3

Error Limits: V3 - 9.9

The velocity limit V4 is the maximum velocity allowed for pipe sizes greater than [D3] mm in
diameter, i.e.

V4 = Maximum Velocity for D > D3

V3 = Maximum Velocity for [D2] < D < D3

5.1.6. TRV Authority

Warning Limits: 0.3 - 0.6

Default: 0.0 Error Limits: 0.1 - 0.9

The aim of the TRV sizing module is to ensure that the selected valve has
sufficient authority over the portion of the circuit it is controlling. If the user
wants to specify TRV's, the required authority should be entered.

If TRV's are NOT required, a value of 0.0 should be entered.
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5.1.7. Resizing Option

The circuit can be balanced either by resizing non-index run to take up as much as
possible of the pressure loss using valves to dissipate the remainder, or by using
valves only.

Select this option to resize non-index runs, or leave it unselected to use valves only
to balance the circuit.

5.2. Parameters Dialogue Box

At least one set of parameters must be defined before proceeding with the
input of the network data.

The required information consists of a reference to one of the 10 predefined
ranges of pipe sizes ( see below ) or one of the user pipe ranges, thermal
properties of the pipe material and any lagging, and the roughness of the
inside surface of the pipework.
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5.2.1. Default Pipe Range

The pipe range must be selected from the available standard or user pipe ranges. At
least one parameter set must be defined and this will be used as the default
parameter set in the network description.

The standard pipe ranges are:

Range Description

1 BS 1387 MILD STEEL MEDIUM BLACK

2 BS 1387 MILD STEEL HEAVY BLACK

3 BS 1387 MILD STEEL MEDIUM GALVANIZED

4 BS 3600 MILD STEEL LARGE DIAMETER

5 BS 1211 CAST (SPUN) IRON CLASS C

6 BS 3505 UPVC CLASS C

7 BS 3505 UPVC CLASS E

8 BS 2871: PART 1 HALF-HARD COPPER TABLE X

9 BS 2871: PART 1 ANNEALED COPPER TABLE Y

10 BS 2871: PART 1 THIN-WALLED COPPER TABLE Z

5.2.2. Bare Pipe Emissivity

Warning Limits: 0.1 - 0.95

Error Limits: 0.02 - 0.99

The emissivity of bare pipe must be entered. This information with the lagging code
defines the heat-transfer characteristics of the pipe.
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5.2.3. Roughness

Units: mm Warning Limits: 0.001 - 0.2

Default: Dependent on pipe range Error Limits: 0.0005 - 0.5

The roughness of pipework can be entered if the default value is inappropriate. If the
roughness is given then it is the mean absolute roughness in mm.

The pipe roughness is as follows:

Material Pipe Size Ranges Absolute Roughness (mm)

Black steel (new) 1, 2 0.0460

Galvanized steel 3, 4 0.1500

Cast iron 5 0.2000

Plastic 6, 7 0.0030

Copper 8, 9, 10 0.0015

5.2.4. Emissivity of Normal Lagging

Warning Limits: 0.1 - 0.95

Error Limits: 0.02 - 0.99

The emissivity of normal lagging can be selected or entered.

5.2.5. Emissivity of Special Lagging

Warning Limits: 0.1 - 0.95

Default: see below Error Limits: 0.02 - 0.99

The emissivity of special lagging can be selected or entered. If no data is entered,
the emissivity of normal lagging is used.
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5.2.6. Conductivity of Normal Lagging

Units: W/(m degC) Warning Limits: 0.02 - 0.08

Default: 0.04 Error Limits: 0.005 - 0.50

The conductivity of normal lagging can be selected or entered.

5.2.7. Conductivity of Special Lagging

Units: W/(m degC) Warning Limits : 0.02 - 0.08

Default: see below Error Limits: 0.005 - 0.50

The conductivity of special lagging can be selected or entered. If no data is entered,
the conductivity of normal lagging is used.

5.2.8. Available Nominal Pipe Sizes

Pipe Ranges 1, 2 and 3 (Mild Steel to BS 1387)

Pipe Ranges 4 and 5 (Larger Steel and Cast Iron)

Pipe Ranges 6 and 7 (Plastic to BS3505)

Pipe Ranges 8, 9 and 10 (Copper to BS 2871: Part 1)

5.2.9. List of Parameter Sets

This list box lists all the parameter sets currently defined. Select one of the items in
the list to edit the values for the selected parameter set.

5.2.10. Add Some Basic Sets

This button is useful if you wish to quickly add some basic parameter sets to the list,
with typical values.
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5.2.11. Update

This button updates the currently-selected parameter set with the changes you have
made. The entry in the list will be changed to reflect the changes you have made.

5.2.12. Reset

This button undoes any changes you have made to the currently-selected parameter
set. All the values revert to the original values from the selected item in the list.

5.2.13. Add New

This button adds a new parameter set to the list. You will then need to edit the
values and press the Update button.

5.2.14. Delete

This button deletes the currently-selected parameter set from the list. You will be
asked to confirm the deletion.

5.2.15. Custom

This button is not available yet. It will allow you to edit the basic pipe-ranges or add
new ones.

5.2.16. Close

This button will close the dialogue box.
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6. Editing Components

Components fall into several categories. The major distinction is between pipes
and all other fittings. Fittings are further sub-divided into fittings and terminals.
When components are edited, the appropriate property sheet is displayed for
each category:

 The Pipe property sheet for editing pipes.

 The Fitting property sheet for editing fittings.

 The Terminal property sheet for editing terminals.

Note that each property sheet has one or more general page, plus a page for
the derived data used in the Pisces calculations.

6.1. Pipe Property Sheet

The Pipe Property Sheet has two property pages:
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The Branch Data property page is for fundamental physical properties of the
pipe:

6.1.1. Handle

This is a unique number assigned automatically by the program to this fitting.

6.1.2. Lag Code

Select the heat-transfer characteristics of the branch. The following codes are
available:

 Unlagged Pipe

 Lagged Pipe

 Special Lagging

Note the lagging codes allow use of two grades of lagging in terms of either
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thickness or conductivity. This is useful, for example, if some pipes in the network
run outside the building, and therefore require a higher level of insulation, than pipes
inside.

When Pisces calculations are run, this is internally translated into one of the
following codes by taking into account whether or not the pipes are horizontal or
vertical (EM and SP are included in this list because radiators are also treated as
branches in Pisces):

Code Type of Lagging
HU horizontal unlagged pipe
HL horizontal lagged pipe
VU vertical unlagged pipe
VL vertical lagged pipe
HX horizontal with special lagging
VX vertical with special lagging
EM two-pipe emitter branch
SP single-pipe emitter branch
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6.1.3. Pipe Length

Units: m Warning Limits: 0.0 - 25.0

Error Limits: 0.0 - 1000.0

This is the length of the pipe branch between the two node numbers. (This value will
be treated as zero in the calculations if the lag code is specified as `EM', that is a
two-pipe emitter branch.) It is assigned automatically based on the coordinates of
the ends of the pipe.

6.1.4. Division Number

Warning Limits: 0 - 999

Error Limits: 0 - 999

The division-number concept is a mechanism of accounting for useful heat emitted
by pipes. All branch lengths must be assigned a division number, but a group of
branch lengths can share the same division number as an emitter. The required
emission for the division is defined by the value specified for the heat emission and
the program adjusts the output of the emitter such that the heat output to the branch
from the emitter plus its associated pipes, is the value required. Division numbers
can be ignored by setting them all to zero.

6.1.5. Additional k-factor

Warning Limits: 0.0 - 10.0

Error Limits: 0.0 - 99.0

This allows for the inclusion of any velocity-pressure factors not accounted for by the
fitting codes (different bend type, special fittings, radiators, isolating valves etc.).
Losses due to area changes are automatically accounted for by the program.
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6.1.6. Fixed Loss

Units: Pa Warning Limits: 0.0 - 20000.0

Error Limits: 0.0 - 999999.0

This allows for velocity-independent losses in Pascals, and allows for in-line items
such as heater-battery coils, boilers, etc. to be included in the network.

6.1.7. Ambient Temperature

Units: degC Warning Limits: 0.0 - 35.0

Default: see below Error Limits: -99.0 - 999.0

This is the temperature of the air surrounding the pipe. The default value is that
specified in the System Data dialogue box. A value different from the default can be
used, e.g. for pipework running outside the building, or in plant rooms.

6.1.8. Parameter

The default parameter set is the first one specified in the Parameters dialogue box. If
the default parameter set is not required, select another parameter set specified in
the Parameters dialogue box.

6.1.9. Pipe Size

Units: mm

Select the nominal pipe diameter in mm if the pipe size is to be fixed, or zero
otherwise. You are allowed to fix the diameter of some, or all of the pipes. This
option is useful:

 For checking the design of an existing system where the pipe dimensions
have already been determined;

 Where a certain part of a circuit has an overriding criterion which determines
its size, e.g. for a boiler connection.

The sizes are checked to ensure they are among the available sizes in the range
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specified in the parameter set selected for this branch.

6.1.10. Global Edits Button

Global editing is not available yet.

6.1.11. Make Default Button

When you press this button, the data defined in this property sheet becomes the
default data for any further pipes you will place. This is useful for speeding up the
placement of the network when you have several pipes with similar properties.

The Pisces Branch Data property page is for derived properties of the pipe
used in the Pisces calculations:
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6.1.12. Near Node

This is the node at the upstream end of the current branch. The flow is in the
direction from the 'near' node to the 'far' node. The node numbers are allocated
automatically.

6.1.13. Far Node

This is the node at the downstream end of the current branch. The flow is in the
direction from the 'near' node to the 'far' node. The node numbers are allocated
automatically.

6.1.14. Tee Type

The tee type is allocated automatically. It defines the fitting at the upstream end of
the branch. The fitting can either be a tee or a straight connector. Two generic forms
of tee exist, symmetrical and asymmetrical. The tee codes are determined by the
form of the tee and the shape of the bend on the branch. Each code is a two-digit
number, the first digit representing the bend shape, and the second, the form of the
tee:

Second Digit The Form of the Tee
0 Straight through on asymmetrical tee
1 Branch on an asymmetrical tee
2 Branch on a symmetrical tee

The tee type can also designate a straight connector. You may wish to place pipes
separated by a straight connector in situations where you want to subdivide a
section of pipe into two (or more) sections in order to more accurately describe
changes in orientation, lagging, bend type etc. The other main use of the straight
connector is to signify the connection between an emitter and the joining pipework.
Such a straight connector is always designated as tee type 0.

6.1.15. Bend Type

Warning Limits: 0 - 10

Error Limits: 0 - 10

The bend type in the branch is assigned automatically from the fitting type at the
near node. If the fitting type is a bend, its bend type is used, otherwise it is zero.
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Note previous versions of Pisces allowed a "branch" to represent a combination of
several sections of pipe as long as they were connected only by bends. Therefore
the bend type could also be used to represent the type of bend within the branch,
additional to the one associated with the fitting type. In this version, branches
represent real pipes, therefore this no longer applies.

6.1.16. Number of Bends

Warning Limits: 0 - 9

Error Limits: 0 - 99

This is assigned automatically. It may be 1 (if the fitting at the near node is a bend)
or 0 (otherwise).

Not previous versions of Pisces allowed a "branch" to represent a combination of
several sections of pipe as long as they were connected only by bends. Therefore
the number of bends could exceed 1. In this version, branches represent real pipes,
therefore this no longer applies.
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6.2. Fitting Property Sheet

The Fitting Property Sheet has two property pages:

The Fitting Data property page is for fundamental physical properties of the
fitting:

6.2.1. Handle

This is a unique number assigned automatically by the program to this fitting.

6.2.2. Fitting Type

Select the fitting type from the list.
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6.2.3. Flip the Fitting...

Select this if the fitting type represents a non-symmetrical fitting and the default
orientation assigned to it by the program needs to be mirrored.

6.2.4. Rotation

Units: deg

This is only available if the fitting type has Rotation fixed by user toggled on in the
Customise Fittings dialogue box. In that case, you may enter a rotation for this fitting
about the real-world z-axis.

6.2.5. User-Editable Dimensions

These are only available if the fitting type has dimension names listed in the Editable
dimensions list in the Customise Fittings dialogue box. In that case, you may enter
dimensions for this fitting. These will be used in drawing the fitting

6.2.6. Global Edits Button

Global editing is not available yet.

6.2.7. Make Default Button

When you press this button, the data defined in this property sheet becomes the
default data for any further fittings you will place. This is useful for speeding up the
placement of the network when you have several fittings with similar properties.
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The Pisces Fitting Data property page is for derived properties of the fitting as
used in the Pisces calculations:

6.2.8. Node

This is the node number of the fitting. The node numbers are allocated automatically.
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6.3. Terminal Property Sheet

The Terminal Property Sheet has three property pages:

The Fitting Data property page is for fundamental physical properties of the
terminal that are common to all fittings:

6.3.1. Handle

This is a unique number assigned automatically by the program to this fitting.

6.3.2. Fitting Type

Select the fitting type from the list.
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6.3.3. Flip the Fitting...

Select this if the fitting type represents a non-symmetrical fitting and the default
orientation assigned to it by the program needs to be mirrored.

6.3.4. Rotation

Units: deg

This is only available if the fitting type has Rotation fixed by user toggled on in the
Customise Fittings dialogue box. In that case, you may enter a rotation for this fitting
about the real-world z-axis.

6.3.5. User-Editable Dimensions

These are only available if the fitting type has dimension names listed in the Editable
dimensions list in the Customise Fittings dialogue box. In that case, you may enter
dimensions for this fitting. These will be used in drawing the fitting.

6.3.6. Global Edits Button

Global editing is not available yet.

6.3.7. Make Default Button

When you press this button, the data defined in this property sheet becomes the
default data for any further terminals you will place. This is useful for speeding up the
placement of the network when you have several terminals with similar properties.
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The Terminal Data property page is for fundamental physical properties of the
terminal that are specific to terminals only:

6.3.8. Heat Emission

Units: kW Warning Limits: -50.0 - 50.0

Default: 0.0 Error Limits: -9999.0 - 9999.0

Enter the required heat emission in kW. Negative values are not permitted for single-
pipe emitters.
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6.3.9. Emitter Flowrate

Units: kg/s Warning Limits: 0.0 - 5.0

Default: 0.0 Error Limits: 0.0 - 99.99

This must be the mass flowrate in kg/s if the emitter flows are to be fixed. If the
circuit contains both heat-emission and heat-extraction branches, the flowrates must
be specified.

For single-pipe emitters, the total flow through radiator plus main should be
specified.

This option is useful for checking an existing system, or for the case where the
emitter flow needs to be fixed, e.g. for an induction-unit system. The user inputs the
mass flows through each emitter, and the program uses this information to calculate
the flow in all the other pipes in the system. Then having established these flows, the
program checks for continuity at each node in the network. If there is an imbalance
of more than 0.05% in the defined flows, the program throws out these defined flows,
and asks the user to try again. If at a second attempt the flows are still unbalanced,
the program halts.

6.3.10. Pipe Length

Units: m Warning Limits: 0.0 - 25.0

Error Limits: 0.0 - 1000.0

Enter the pipe length in metres. This value is only required for a single-pipe emitter.

6.3.11. Division Number

Warning Limits: 0 - 999

Error Limits: 0 - 999

The division-number concept is a mechanism of accounting for useful heat emitted
by pipes. All branch lengths must be assigned a division number, but a group of
branch lengths can share the same division number as an emitter. The required
emission for the division is defined by the value specified for the heat emission and
the program adjusts the output of the emitter such that the heat output to the branch
from the emitter plus its associated pipes, is the value required. Division numbers
can be ignored by setting them all to zero.
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6.3.12. Fixed Loss

Units: Pa Warning Limits: 0.0 - 20000.0

Error Limits: 0.0 - 999999.0

This allows for velocity-independent losses in Pascals, and allows for in-line items
such as heater-battery coils, boilers, etc. to be included in the network.

6.3.13. Additional k-factor

Warning Limits: 0.0 - 10.0

Error Limits: 0.0 - 99.0

This allows for the inclusion of any velocity-pressure factors not accounted for by the
fitting codes (different bend type, special fittings, radiators, isolating valves etc.).
Losses due to area changes are automatically accounted for by the program.

6.3.14. Ambient Temperature

Units: degC Warning Limits: 0.0 - 35.0

Default: see below Error Limits: -99.0 - 999.0

This is the temperature of the air surrounding the terminal. The default value is that
specified in the System Data dialogue box. A value different from the default can be
used, e.g. for pipework running outside the building, or in plant rooms.
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The Pisces Terminal Data property page is for derived properties of the
terminal as used in the Pisces calculations:

6.3.15. Near Node

This is the node at the upstream end of the current branch. The flow is in the
direction from the 'near' node to the 'far' node. The node numbers are allocated
automatically.

6.3.16. Far Node

This is the node at the downstream end of the current branch. The flow is in the
direction from the 'near' node to the 'far' node. The node numbers are allocated
automatically.
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6.4. Default Components Property Sheet

Before placing any component, especially a pipe, use this property sheet to
select the default components to be placed. Note that there are several pages
of default pipes and fittings, used in different situations:

6.4.1. The Default Pipe Page

Note this is the same page as you get when you edit any pipe.
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6.4.2. The Default Fitting Page

Note this is the same page as you get when you edit any fitting). It allows you to
select any fitting type. The fitting type selected on this page is used whenever
possible when a fitting is required - whether you are placing a fitting, inserting a
fitting, or drawing a pipe from a point where no fitting exists already (in which case a
fitting is automatically added at that point). However, if the default fitting does not
have enough branches to connect to all of the pipes at the point where it is being
placed, the appropriate fitting from the 2-Branch, 3-Branch or 4-Branch page is used.
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6.4.3. The 2-Branch Page

Note this is the same page as you get when you edit any fitting, but only the 2-
branch fittings are available). It allows you to select from any 2-branch fittings such
as bends and section changes. The fitting selected on this page is used when the
Default Fitting has less than two branches, but at least two branches are required
(either continuing a pipe from the end of another pipe, or inserting a fitting in a pipe).
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6.4.4. The 3-Branch Page

Note this is the same page as you get when you edit any fitting, but only the 3-
branch fittings are available). It allows you to select from any 3-branch fittings such
as tees and twin bends. The fitting selected on this page is used when the Default
Fitting has less than three branches, but at least three branches are required
(continuing a pipe from a point where two pipes already meet).
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6.4.5. The Default Terminal Page

Note this is the same page as you get when you edit any terminal.
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6.4.6. The Default Terminal (more) Page

Note this is the same page as you get when you edit any terminal.

6.5. Terminal Connection Dialogue Box

Use this box to set the tolerances for connecting terminals automatically to
pipes.
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6.5.1. Minimum Fitting Clearance

This specifies the minimum horizontal separation (i.e. projected onto the XY plane)
between the pipe and the terminal connection point, where this horizontal part of the
connection will be made using two horizontal pipes and a bend. If the separation is
below this minimum value, this part of the connection will be made with a single pipe.

6.5.2. Minimum Vertical Drop

This specifies the minimum vertical separation between the pipe and the terminal
connection point, where this vertical part of the connection will be made using a
vertical pipe, and a bend. If the separation is below this minimum value, the
connection will be made by adjusting the end of the existing connection pipe so that
it slopes slightly.

6.6. Placement Settings

The placement settings used in various drawing tools are shown on the first
page of the Pipe dialogue bar.

They allow you to specify the height at which the pipes, fittings or terminals are
placed and the height change for pipes. This height normally represents the
coordinate value along the axis normal to the view (i.e. Z for Plan view, -Y for
Front view, Y for Back view, -X for Left view, X for Right view). The exception is
that it represents true Z values in Axonometric view.

The Plane and Height Change boxes show the effects of locks and snapping to
other components on the view z-value. The Plane setting affects all
placements, and the Height Change setting affects the second point used in
pipe placement only. To override either of these values, use the Lock buttons.

The Offset... box allows you to edit the offset used in the Offset Pipe tool.

The Stream... box allows you to select whether or not to continue placing pipes
in a "streaming" mode, in which another pipe is automatically started at the end
of the pipe you have just placed, and so on, until you cancel the command.
This allows you to very quickly lay down a run of pipework, especially where
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most of the intervening fittings are of the same type (e.g. 90 degree bends).

Before placing any component, especially a pipe, press the Default
Components button to bring up the Default Components property sheet where
you need to select the default components to be placed.

Before connecting terminals to pipes, press the Terminal Connection button to
bring up the Terminal Connection dialogue box where you need to set the
tolerances for connecting terminals automatically to pipes.

6.6.1. Drawing Mode Settings

The drawing mode settings appear on the first page of the Pipe dialogue bar. They
determine only how pipes, fittings and terminals are displayed - it does not affect
how the data is stored. The mode may be changed at any stage. The mode also
affects how the network is exported to DXF file. Select from Single-Line, Twin-Line,
and 3D. You may also choose whether or not you wish to display node numbers,
pipe sizes and pipe flow directions. The Text Size button opens the Text Size
dialogue box, allowing you to edit the size of text to be used.

Single-Line mode displays each fitting or terminal as a blob at its origin and each
pipe as a single line.

Twin-Line mode is the default. Each fitting or terminal is displayed with a 2d outline
representation. An attempt is first made to orientate each fitting so that it lines up
with as many as possible of the connected pipes, and the sizes of the branches are
matched if possible to the connected pipes. Then the fitting is drawn parametrically
(i.e. taking into account the branch sizes). Each pipe is shown with a twin line
representation. These lines are trimmed back to the point where they enter the fitting
(instead of going right through to the origin as in Single-Line mode).

3D mode is not available yet.

6.6.1.1. Display Node Numbers

Choose whether or not you wish to display node numbers. This also affects how the
network is exported to DXF file.

6.6.1.2. Display Pipe Sizes

Choose whether or not you wish to display pipe sizes. This also affects how the network is
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exported to DXF file.

6.6.1.3. Display Pipe Flow Directions

Choose whether or not you wish to display arrows on the pipes to show the flow directions.
This does not affect how the network is exported to DXF file.

6.6.1.4. Text Size

This button opens the Text Size dialogue box, allowing you to edit the size of text to be
used.

Enter the text height in metres (i.e. in real world coordinates).
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6.6.2. Customise Fittings Dialogue Box

This allows you to customise (edit) the definitions of each fitting type used in the
network, including all details about the fitting (type, category, description, user-
editable dimensions, how it is drawn etc.) and about its connections (connection
offsets, sizes, whether or not they have to match orientation and size to the
connected pipes, etc.).

The Fitting type list allows you to select a fitting, which may then be edited using the
other controls.

The Insert button may be used to insert a copy of the selected fitting at the same
point in the list. You would normally then edit it to make some changes.

The Append button may be used to add a copy of the selected fitting at the end of
the list. You would normally then edit it to make some changes.
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The Remove button may be used to delete the selected fitting from the list. You will
be asked to confirm this action.

The Up and Down buttons may be used to adjust the position of a fitting in the list.
This will affect the order in which they appear in the fitting and terminal property
pages.

The Update button may be used to save the changes you have made to the selected
fitting. If you select a different fitting, after having made changes, without using the
Update button, you will be asked whether you wish to save the changes.

The Description allows you to change what appears for the fitting in the lists in the
property pages.

The Category (Fitting or Terminal) must be correctly selected in order to allow the
program to correctly distinguish between general fittings and terminals, which have
their own special placement tools etc.

The Type number must be unique. Every fitting must have a different type number
so that the correct type definition for each fitting in a project can be unambiguously
located. Having a separate type number for each fitting instead of relying on its
position in the list allows fittings to be inserted or removed without breaking this
mapping.

Note it is highly recommended that you do not change type numbers of existing
fittings because that would cause fittings in existing projects to be mapped to the
wrong type definitions.

The Pisces types (tee and bend types) are important in the Pisces calculations and
when importing old Pisces projects or bridging in. Therefore it is necessary when
adding a new fitting (apart from terminals) to set these to the most appropriate
Pisces tee type or bend type. Because Pisces distinguished between "bends" (any
bend fittings) and "tees" (any other fitting) it is also essential to correctly identify this
using the Pisces type is a bend toggle button.

The Editable Dimensions allows you to add up to 4 user-editable dimensions by
name. These will then appear on the property page for the fitting when a fitting of the
same type is edited. The dimension names may be used in the drawing instructions
to provide parameterised drawing instructions. Use the Add, Update and Remove
buttons to set up the list.

Rotation fixed by user is usually toggled off. If it is on, it means that the fitting is not
free to orientate itself to align with the connected pipes, but must have a user-
defined rotation. In this case its property page has a box where its rotation angle
may be set, but only in the X-Y plane (i.e. around the Z-axis).

Branches must align with pipes is usually toggled on, to force the fitting when placed
to automatically attempt to orient itself to all the connected pipes. If the previous
toggle button is also toggled on, this means that the fitting must have the defined
rotation but also align with pipes. This therefore will limit the available orientations of
connected pipes. Occasionally it is toggled off, to indicate a fitting that can have
pipes coming in at any angle. If it is off, Rotation fixed by user must be toggled on.

Sizes must match is also usually toggled on, to force the fitting when placed to
automatically attempt to change all its branches to match the sizes of all the
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connected pipes. Rarely is it toggled off, to indicate a fitting that has branches that
do not match the sizes of the connected pipes (e.g. terminals which are sized
independently). It must be off if the previous toggle button is off. If it is off, the fitting
branches have independent dimensions. In this case its property page has a box or
boxes where the dimensions may be set.

The Number of branches should be entered as the maximum number of pipes that
can be connected to this fitting at one time, up to a limit of 4. If there is no maximum,
turn on the Unlimited toggle button. This limit is used in categorising the fittings
according to the number of allowed branches, and for ensuring that a fitting does not
have too many connections.

Note if you set this number to a smaller number, you are effectively deleting the
details for one or more branches.

The Update button may be used to save the changes you have made to the selected
branch. If you select a different branch, after having made changes, without using
the Update button, you will be asked whether you wish to save the changes.

The Selected branch spin button allows you to select one of the branches, up to the
limit set above, for editing.

The Rotation about Z-axis is the angle, in degrees anticlockwise about the Z-axis,
through which a line along the positive X-axis would have to be rotated in order to
line up along the branch.

The Rotation about Y-axis is the FURTHER elevation angle, in degrees
anticlockwise about the NEW Y-axis, through which the line would have to be rotated
in order to line up along the branch. It is assumed that the rotation about the Z-axis
has already occurred. This elevation angle is required in the rare cases where the
branch is not lying entirely in the XY-plane.

The Independent size index is critically important to understand. The size of any one
branch is made to match the size of the connected pipe. However, the size of two or
more branches may have to be the same for a certain fitting, e.g. for both the
"through" branches of a tee. This means that the number of independent size
choices may be less than the number of branches. This index allows each branch to
specify which of the independent size choices it must use.

An example may make it clearer. The "through" branches (branches 1 and 2) of a
tee must have the same size, and the side branch (branch 3) may take a different
size, Therefore the independent size index is 1 for branch 1, 1 for branch 2, and 2 for
branch 3. If the tee is connected to a pipe at one of the through branches, then both
through branches must have the same size as the pipe. However the side branch
may still connect to a pipe of a different size.

The Offset co-ordinates are evaluated at run-time to a set of three real numbers
representing the displacement from the origin (of the unrotated fitting) in metres to
the point along this branch where the connected pipe would attach. If these co-
ordinates are not given, the connected pipe will be drawn right through to the origin
of the fitting. See below for information on how to enter legitimate expressions.

The 2d drawing instructions are a series of instructions, each on a separate line,
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which are evaluated at run-time and used for drawing the fitting in 2d. The effect of
the drawing instructions is shown in the drawing below the instructions. In creating
this drawing, certain values have been assumed for the diameters of each of the 4
branches:

 Branch 1 is 50 mm.

 Branch 2 is 40 mm.

 Branch 3 is 30 mm.

 Branch 4 is 20 mm.

Also certain values have been assumed for any user-editable dimensions:

 First one is 50 mm.

 Second one is 40 mm.

 Third one is 30 mm.

 Fourth one is 20 mm.

The rules for these instructions are given below. Generally they fall into two
categories, assignments and commands.

Assignments: these generally have the form variable = expression

where variable is any name, and expression is any arithmetical combination of
variables and numbers.

Assignments can include any of the following:

 The equals sign = for assignment, e.g. D=0.7.

 Any numeric value, e.g. 0.7 in the example above.

 Any variable whose name is being defined, e.g. the variable name R in
R=3*D.

 Any variable whose name and value is already defined, e.g. the variable
name D in the example above.

 The arithmetic operators plus +, minus -, multiply * and divide /, e.g. A=3*D-
R.

 The operator for raising a number to a power (^), e.g. 3^0.5 for the square
root of 3.

 Parentheses for grouping ( and ) (these can also be nested), e.g. D =
(1+R/(2*W1)).
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 The absolute value function abs(), e.g. A2=abs(A1) + 90.

 The standard trigonometric functions sin(), cos(), tan(), asin(), acos(), and
atan(), e.g. A1=atan(D/R) (NB angles are expected to be in degrees, not
radians).

Note that some variables are predefined for you: D1, D2, D3, and D4 represent the
diameters of up to 4 fitting branches. Using these in your expressions allows you to
create drawings that automatically resize themselves to the current sizes of the
fitting branches. See any of the fittings for examples of how these are used.

The user-editable dimensions may be used in your expressions, to allow you to
create drawings that automatically resize themselves to the current values of these
dimensions. See the diffusers for examples of how these are used.

Setting the special variables STYLE, WEIGHT or COLOUR automatically issues the
appropriate command to set the style, weight or colour of the lines to be drawn
subsequently.

Commands: these are MOVETO, LINETO, ANGLEARC and END.

Apart from END, these commands require certain variables to be set beforehand:
they all require X and Y (position coordinates) to be set, and ANGLEARC also
requires R (radius), A1 and A2 (start and end angles).

MOVETO will move the current position to (X,Y).

LINETO will draw a line from the current position to (X,Y) and make that the new
current position.

ANGLEARC will draw an arc of a circle of radius R about the centre position (X,Y)
anticlockwise starting at angle A1 and ending at angle A2.

END is required as the last instruction.

Note all variable names, function names and commands are case sensitive, i.e. it
matters whether or not you use uppercase letters. Variable names must use the
same case as when they were first defined. The special variables X, Y, R, A1, and
A2 which are expected to be set before issuing the commands MOVETO, LINETO
and ANGLEARC, must always be uppercase. Function names must be lowercase
and command names must be uppercase.

The OK button may be used to save all the changes you have made to the fitting
type definitions. They will be saved in the file "PFitting.dat" local to your project, i.e.
not in the folder where the default PFitting.dat is installed. When searching for fitting
type definitions, the program will always look local to the project first, and if it cannot
find a PFitting.dat there it will use the default one. Therefore the changes you make
will only be visible to projects in the same folder, unless you manually copy this file
over the default one. If you choose to do this, it is advisable to rename the original
file to "PFitting.bak".

The Cancel button will exit the dialogue box without saving any of the changes you
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have made.
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6.7. Object Placement Dialogue Box

This dialogue box is available when you are in Placement mode at Space or
Surface level. If it has been closed it may be redisplayed by pressing the
button on the view bar. It allows you to place radiators into the building model
within the selected space. It has two pages:

1. Ceiling Grid page

2. Radiators page

6.7.1. Ceiling Grid Page

This allows you to specify the origin and dimensions of the ceiling grid within the
space.
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6.7.2. Radiators Page

This allows you to place or move radiators either singly or as an array, or to position
radiators which have been imported from Apache but not yet positioned.
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6.8. Radiator Settings Dialogue Box

This allows you to edit the default radiator or the currently selected radiator,
depending on which button you pressed to invoke it.

6.9. Find Node Number Dialogue Box

The Find Node Number dialogue box is useful when you wish to find a node
number referred to by one of the diagnostics messages or in the output.

6.9.1. Search for Node Number

Enter the number for which you wish to search.
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6.9.2. Find Next

This button will search the network for the next component that has a node number
matching the value you typed. If there are no further matches, it asks you if you wish
to start again at the beginning. When a match is found, the component is highlighted
and, if it is not visible in the current view, the view is panned so that it is centred
about the component.

Hint: it is a good idea to set the view zoom level beforehand, to such a magnification
that you can see details of individual pipes and fittings. The same zoom level is
maintained when the node is found and displayed.

6.9.3. Edit

This button enables you to edit the currently located component, if any.

6.9.4. Close

This button closes the dialogue box.

6.10. Rotate Components Dialogue Box

This dialogue box allows you to specify the rotation increments to be used in
the Rotate Selection tool.

6.10.1. Angular Increment

Units: deg

Enter the value of the angle steps to be used when rotating the selected
components. This does not specify the actual rotation that will be applied, only the
angular steps to which this rotation will be locked when you move the cursor.
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6.10.2. Rotate a Copy of the Selection

Since the Rotate Selection tool is not provided as separate Rotate Copy or Rotate
Move tools, this button is provided for you to select the copy or move action.

6.11. Tool Bars Dialogue Box

This dialogue box allows you to select which tool bars are displayed.

6.12. Pipe Bar

This has two property pages:

1. The first page contains the placement settings and the drawing
settings.

2. The second page contains buttons for displaying the Default
Components property sheet, the Customise Fittings dialogue box and
the Terminal Connection dialogue box.
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6.13. Keyin bar

This has:

 A keyin window accepting the standard key-in commands.

 4 colour buttons enabling you to select the display colours for
highlighted items, fittings, supply ducts and extract ducts respectively.

 A layer combo (this currently has no effect on the layer on which items
are placed).

 A prompt area where text prompts are shown during command
operations.
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2 Useful Design Data

2.1 Available Nominal Pipe Sizes

There are 10 standard pipe ranges.

2.1.1 Pipe-Ranges 1, 2 and 3 (Mild Steel to BS 1387)

Actual Size (mm)

Medium Heavy Heavy

Nominal
Size (mm)

Black Black Galvanised

10 12.40 11.30 10.80

15 16.10 14.90 14.40

20 21.60 20.40 19.90

25 27.25 24.65 25.15

32 36.95 34.35 33.85

40 41.85 40.25 39.75

50 53.95 51.25 50.75

65 68.65 66.95 66.45

80 80.65 79.05 78.55

90 93.15 91.55 91.05

100 105.10 103.25 102.75

125 130.95 128.85 128.35

150 155.40 154.30 153.80
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6.13.1. Pipe-Ranges 4 and 5 (Larger Steel & Cast Iron)

Actual Size (mm)Nominal
Size (mm)

Mild Steel

Large Diameters

BS 3600

Cast (spun) from

Class C

BS 1211

80 - 80.80

100 - 106.30

125 - 130.80

150 - 159.20

175 183.00 184.10

200 207.30 210.20

225 232.70 236.10

250 260.40 262.10

300 311.30 328.60

350 341.40 -

400 392.20 -

450 441.00 -

500 492.00 -

550 541.40 -

600 592.40 -
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6.13.2. Pipe-Ranges 6 and 7 (Plastic to BS3505)

Actual Size (mm)Nominal
Size (mm)

U.P.V.C

Class C

U.P.V.C

Class E

10 - 13.40

15 - 17.20

20 - 21.80

25 - 28.20

32 - 35.90

40 - 40.90

50 54.40 51.40

65 68.20 64.20

80 80.70 75.90

100 103.90 97.70

125 127.60 120.00

150 153.20 144.00

175 176.30 165.90

200 201.50 190.90

225 224.80 212.80

250 251.20 238.00

300 298.00 282.20
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6.13.3. Pipe-Ranges 8, 9 and 10 (Copper TO BS 2871: Part 1)

Actual Size (mm)Nominal
Size (mm)

Half Hard Annealed Thin Wall

6 4.80 4.40 5.00

8 6.80 6.40 7.00

10 8.80 8.40 9.00

12 10.80 10.40 11.00

15 13.60 13.00 14.00

22 20.22 19.62 20.82

28 26.22 25.62 26.82

35 32.63 32.03 33.63

42 39.63 39.03 40.43

54 51.63 50.03 52.23

67 64.27 62.67 64.67

76 73.22 72.22 73.82

108 105.12 103.12 105.72

133 130.83 - 130.38

159 155.38 - 156.38
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6.13.4. Standard Lagging Specification

Lagging Thickness (mm)Nominal Pipe Size
(mm)

Heating Duty Lagging Duty

6 19 25

8 19 25

10 19 25

12 19 25

15 19 25

20 25 25

22 25 25

25 25 32

28 25 32

32 25 32

35 25 32

40 32 32

42 32 32

50 32 38

54 32 38

65 32 38

67 32 38

76 32 38

80 32 38

100 32 38

108 32 38

125 32 38

133 32 38

150 32 38

159 32 38
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175 44 50

200 44 50

225 44 50

250 44 50

300 44 50

350 44 50

400 50 50

450 50 50

500 50 50

550 50 50

600 50 50

Conductivity (W/m K) 0.04 0.04

6.13.5. Pipe Roughness

Material Absolute Roughness (mm) Pipe Size Ranges

Black steel (new) 0.0460 1,2

Galvanized steel 0.1500 3,4

Copper 0.0015 8,9,10

Non-ferrous drawn tubing 0.0015

Asbestos cement 0.0130

Cast iron 0.2000 5

Plastic 0.0030 6,7

Black steel (rusted) 2.5000
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6.13.6. Surface Emissivities

EmissivityMaterial or Surface Conditions

25°C 50°C

Gloss white 0.91 0.95Paint

Matt black 0.97 0.96

Steel Oxidised 0.79 0.79

Polished 0.18 0.15Stainless

Steel
Weathered 0.85 0.85

New 0.42 0.23Galvanized

Steel
Weathered 0.9 0.28

Polished 0.05 0.04Copper

Oxidised 0.83 0.87

Polished 0.05 0.04

Oxidised 0.12 0.11

Aluminium

Anodised 0.46 0.72
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2.1.2 Properties of Water as a Function of Temperature

Density:

Viscosity:
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Specific Heat Capacity:
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7. Pisces Fitting Codes

These codes are automatically assigned for internal use in the Pisces
calculations. They are derived from the network data.

7.1. Bend type

For a Pisces branch representing a terminal, this is set equal to zero.

For a Pisces branch representing a pipe, this is set equal to the Pisces bend
type for the fitting at the near node of the pipe, if its Pisces type is a bend, or
zero if it is not a bend.
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7.2. Tee Type

2.1.3 Dividing Tee - Asymmetric

To through section - tee type n0

To branch section - tee type n1

n corresponds to the bend form on the tee as listed in Bend Types

2.1.4 Dividing Tee - Symmetric

To either branch section - tee type n2

n corresponds to the bend form on the tee as listed in Bend Types
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2.1.5 Combining Tee - Asymmetric

Tee type n1 where n corresponds to one of the bend types listed in Bend Types, and
describes the form of the combining tee.

Note that since the tee is always defined at the upstream end of a pipe, a combining
tee is only described once. For asymmetrical tees, the assumption is that the main
flow is coming from the through connection, and the smaller flow is coming in from
the branch.

2.1.6 Combining Tee - Symmetric

Tee type n2 where n corresponds to one of the bend types listed in Bend Types, and
describes the form of the combining tee.

Note that since the tee is always defined at the upstream end of a pipe, a combining
tee is only described once.
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2.1.7 Straight Connector

Tee type 0.

2.2 Examples of the Use of Fitting Codes

2.2.1 Example 1: Dividing Tee - Asymmetric

Pipework Between Nodes Tee Type

10-20 0

20-30 n1

20-40 n0
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2.2.2 Example 2: Dividing Tee - Symmetric

Pipework Between Nodes Tee Type

10-20 0

20-30 n2

20-40 n2

2.2.3 Example 3: Combining Tee - Asymmetric

Pipework Between Nodes Tee Type

10-30 0

20-30 0

30-40 n1
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2.2.4 Example 4: Combining Tee - Symmetric

Pipework Between Nodes Tee Type

10-30 0

20-30 0

30-40 n2

Because the tee type always describes the fitting at the upstream end of the pipe,
the tee at the node 30 in examples 3 and 4 is described in pipe length 20-40.
Therefore a combining tee can never be a type n0, it must always be type n1 or n2.

Note tee type 0 refers to an emitter upstream
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2.2.5 Example 5: Special Case, Single-Pipe Emitter

Pipework Between Nodes Tee Type Bend Type

10-20 0 0

20-30 n1 n

30-40 0 0

Note for a single-pipe emitter (defined by lag code SP) the fittings are taken as
applying to the flow path from the main, through the radiator, and back to the main.
The tee type specified in branch 20-30 defines the fittings at nodes 20 and 30, and
so 30-40 should be defined as a straight through connection with tee type 0.

A length of 1.0m of pipe is assumed for the piping in the radiator part of the single-
pipe emitter. Thus when balancing the flows around the single-pipe emitter, the
following pressure drops are considered:

 Friction loss in 1.0m of pipe.

 Fitting losses due to tees at nodes 20 and 30.

 Fitting losses due to bends defined for branch 20-30.

 Fitting loss due to extra k-factors for branch 20-30.
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8. Worked Example

See the following pages for a simple worked example of the use of PiscesPro.

 4.1 - Open a model file and switch to PiscesPro

 4.2 - Place radiators

 4.3 - Edit general stuff

 4.4 - Import radiators (and zoom in)

 4.5 - Prepare to place

 4.6 - Pipe offset wall

 4.7 - Change fitting and place more pipes

 4.8 - All flow pipes placed

 4.9 - All pipes placed

 4.10 - Do the calculations
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8.1. Open a Model File and Switch to PiscesPro

Start <VE> and open the model file pipeviewexample.mit:

Use the PiscesPro button on the Application browser Mechanical tab to switch
to PiscesPro:
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Zoom in on a room:
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8.2. Place Radiators

Place radiators using the placement utilities in the Object Placement dialogue
box:
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All radiators were placed using the Place Radiator tool. The first two were
placed at Surface level by clicking the windows. The remaining three were
placed at Space level by clicking the walls. The last of these three had to be
moved away from the centre of the wall using the Move radiator tool because it
was too near the door. The following shows the radiators after they have been
placed:
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8.3. Edit General Stuff

Edit the general data using the tools or menu options to open the dialogue
boxes. The System data dialogue box is shown below:
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The Parameters dialogue box is shown before adding any parameter sets:

The simplest way to fill this box is to press the Add some basic sets button:
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8.4. Import Radiators (and zoom in)

Import radiators using the tool provided, and zoom in:
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8.5. Prepare to Place

Before placing any further components we must make sure the default pipes
and fittings are correct. Use the Default Components tool. First we edit the
default pipe:
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Then the default fitting (start with a pump):
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Next, the default fitting when two branches are required:
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Finally, the default fitting when three branches are required:
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8.6. Pipe Offset Wall

Place a pipe offset from one of the walls using the Offset Pipe tool. First locate
the wall:
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Place a point to start the pipe:
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Place a second point to end the pipe:
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8.7. Change Fitting and Place More Pipes

Change the default fitting type to an elbow bend before placing more pipes:
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Place the second pipe starting from the end of the first pipe:
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8.8. All Flow Pipes Placed

After all the flow pipes have been placed:
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8.9. All Pipes Placed

All pipes placed:

Use the Connect Terminal tool to connect the first terminal to the flow and
return pipes. The second time you connect a pipe to the same terminal it will
ask you the following question to make sure it is connecting correctly. This is
necessary because you may have wanted to connect the terminal as a single-
pipe emitter:
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After connecting the first terminal:

After all the radiators have been connected:
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8.10. Do Calculations

We are now ready to perform the calculations. Select the Calculations tool. The
network is processed, starting at the pump, until all connected pipes and
radiators are found. The following dialogue box appears, telling you how many
pipes were processed:

Then you see a dialogue box telling you how many separate paths were
discovered through the network:

Then you are given the opportunity to edit the k-factor to be used when
checking the valve settings:
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Finally you will be allowed to change the over-design margins:
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The following pictures show the results as they are scrolled down:
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Finally, a detail of the resized network is shown with the size labels displayed:
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9. Version History

9.1. Version 12.4.0.0

New framework interface - application browser is now across the top with tabs
for application groups and buttons for each application.

9.2. Version 12.3.0.0

The new framework replaces the <VE> Bar. All <VE> applications are now
available from the Application tab in the Workspace Browser. The tool bars and
the dialog bar at the bottom of the screen are application-specific. At the Room
level of decomposition you may now place radiators.

To run this you must obtain a new software key for version 4 of Pisces-View.

You can now use Ctrl+left-mouse-click to cycle selection between items at the
same point.

Fixed problem with axis lock in rotated view.

Clarified dialogue for connecting terminals and improved functionality.

Tolerance increased to 50mm when selecting items.

Coordinates are now displayed on the dialogue box when an item is edited.

The Offset Pipe command can now locate a line in the network as well as lines
in the DXF file or model.

Each pipe now has a flag to say whether it is a flow or return pipe for the
purpose of the calculations. The direction in which you place pipes is now
irrelevant - only the connections you make are important. You no longer need
the tools to display or change the pipe directions.

Single-pipe radiator loops are now recognised automatically.

Fitting types are now short character strings instead of integers. Older projects
will be updated automatically.

The Undo/Redo commands now show the action to be undone/redone, and
restore the current file-saved status correctly.

Several other bug fixes.
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9.3. Version 12.2.2.0

Each fitting that has user-editable dimensions may now have a default value
stored for each dimension, simply by adding "=<value>" to the dimension label
in the Customise Fittings dialogue box (substitute the numerical value of the
dimension in mm for "<value>"). This default value is used whenever a fitting
type is changed.

When a new pipe is placed without a pipe parameter set having been selected
for the default pipe, the first parameter set is now selected.

The option "0" for the pipe size is now "-" to make it clearer that this means no
size has been set - leave the calculations free to select a size.

The view now refreshes automatically after editing any components, so that the
new sizes etc. will be shown.

The locks in the Placement Settings dialogue box now no longer get reset if a
command is reselected without first clicking in the view.

The tolerances used in locating fittings are now consistent, so that when the
location cursor changes to a cross-hair you know that the fitting is definitely
located.

Some of the general tools (Query Coordinates, Measure Length and Measure
Angle) now obey the endpoint lock for pipes and fittings as well as for model
vertices.

The label on the lock plane in the Placement Settings dialogue box now
changes correctly when the view orientation is changed.

A corner tee and a straight connector have been added to the fitting types.

The "Selected items: n" text has been moved to the status bar so that it does
not overwrite other prompts.

The icons for some of the command buttons have been simplified.

If a different pipe parameter set is selected, the current size is now reselected
if it is still available in the new pipe range, which may be different.

The list of sizes for the pipe range is now created correctly, instead of being
created for the neighbouring pipe range in the sequence.

No matter what the Drawing Mode is set to, pipes will now always be drawn in
single-line mode if the view is more than 100 m across in global coordinates.
This prevents the situation where the pipe disappears at random while it is
being placed.

9.4. Before Version 12.2.2.0
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History is unavailable for the beta versions.
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